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1. Premise: "We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking
that created them." Albert Einstein
Premise: Industrial Age thinking will not be effective in the Information
Age we now live in.
Premise: Having wisdom and living it is truly distinct.
2. Thought creates reality
a. As a man thinketh (in his heart) so is he.
b. What controls our thoughts?
c. Are we at choice? Our world view makes our decisions: Our
operating systems. What is yours?
"Become aware of your own awareness."
d. Industrial Age thinking/today is nothing like the Industrial Age
1) Industrial Age and mechanical marvels were based on
classical physics: only matter mattered. A science based on
absolutes, certainty and prediction. Results: a world of fixed
and solid objects renders us powerless victims to fixed
circumstances.
2) Interconnectedness, information at speed of light, everyone
in the world is your neighbor...
e. How do we think in a world where change is not only constant, but
is constantly accelerating?
f. "The unexamined life is not worth living." Socrates
3. How do you live in wisdom?
a. What is the source of wisdom?
b. Understand: Children born today have a heightened sense of
awareness and intelligence, energy fields exist around the body that

can be used to promote healing, the heart's electromagnetic field is
5,000 times greater than that associated with the brain so the mind is
not centered in the brain but in the heart ("As a man thinketh in his
heart, so is he"), on and on. It is a new level of consciousness.
c. QuantumThink system of thinking is not something you merely
read. It is not a new truth for you to believe. "It only happens in your
own experience."
"As you QuantumThink, you experience the creative power of
consciousness for yourself. Living the wisdom is not just about
having an experience--it is being aware enough to distinguish the
experience you are having."
4. The Leap
a. No How To's to QuantumThink. How can you come from Infinite
Possibility if you believe everything you know now to be absolute?
b. Experience a Quantum Leap in consciousness right now.
Identify yourself, in the midst of your surroundings, with others
around. Now step out of yourself, and perceive yourself in that same
environment, but now you are seeing yourself from a different
perspective. Just like that your world view changes.
c. People wonder why they have trouble meeting their goals. We live
in fields of energy...shift the context and everything in the field shifts
with it. So if want to be a Presidential and you are only a Regional,
keep thinking like a Regional and nothing changes. "In an old world
view, circumstance rules. In a new world view, intent rules. Context
d. Rather than look at the new world principles from your old
perspective, you look and live from them. Start with the result.
5. Mind does not equal your intellect
a. Mind is the individualized, personal aspect of the all-pervasive
consciousness.
b. "It encompasses everything that you are conscious of: thoughts,
emotions, feelings in the body, revelations of the heart, yearnings of
your soul, experiences of insight and awe, the sense of the sacred,..."
c. The mind is a creative force.
"QuantumThink is not about science; it is about how the discoveries
of science shape our thinking."
Your thoughts affect you, the people around you, the world
is everything."
d. The mind is so powerful it can create something outside itself to be

more powerful than itself. Take for instance when we allow what the
economy is doing, politics, what others think of us have control over
us.
e. What we fill our minds with creates our world. Think of what
could happen with a collective consciousness of our culture to create
solutions to our world??
But instead look at what we truly feed our minds daily...
6. Get in Touch with your "Know it All"
a. Since the purpose of QuantumThink is a system of whole new
thinking so you can get out of the "trap" you are in and create a
different view, you first need to examine where you "know it all"
b. Areas:
1) Independent (need nothing and no one)
2) Superior (I get all this but others will not)
3) Rational (I am rational and one of this Quantum stuff is real
or logical.
4) Humble (I am not smart enough, I can't understand the
words
5) Intellect (I am a Harvard, Yale grad)
6) Lightworker (I already know and live these principles)
7) Devout (My religion tells me everything I need to know).
7. The Art of Distinguishing
a. Distinguishing versus intellect...to distinguish is to bring
awakened awareness to an idea/situation in a way that broadens you
and alters your experience forever.
b. By distinguishing awareness, we connect to the boundless state of
choice. In distinguishing, you are the one generating, discerning what
something can be, and what it makes possible.
"Experience becomes transformative when it is distinguished."
Instinct helps us survive
Intellect enables us to logically work with concepts
Intuition connects us non-locally to all intelligence
When we distinguish this in our experience you make confident
choices.
c. A QT moment...when you see something so clearly it shifts your
experience. Example: view of parents
d. Reality exists as waves of possibilities until we "observe" it into
form. Reality is context.

Intent then becomes a context to create reality. Intent is then a
creative dynamic.
e. There are 21 principles (distinctions) and practices (recreations).
f. Living fully dimensional...on all levels or dimensions. By doing so
we create a collective consciousness that creates a society that works
for everyone. Everything has existence in all of the dimensions so
when recognize that, life becomes so much richer.
8. The 21 Distinctions (Recreations or exercises came with each chapter)
a. "I am you and you are me and we are we and we are all together."
b. Observer created Reality...you create your life, you have authority
and as soon as you define what you see, you have created it.
c. Infinite Possibility...would you have it any other way
d. Success to Mastery...knowing what to do in the moment and doing
it
e. Allowing...it is bigger than both of us
f. Being in one Conversation....mind melding
g. Perspective of all perspectives...it takes all kinds
h. Transformation as Distinct from Change...context is everything
i. Being Centered...the ultimate entertainment
j. Intuition and Nonlocality
k. 4 Aspects of Knowing..
l. Beyond Time...from tyrant to tool
m. Multidimensional Universe...multidimensional You
n. From Either/Or to Both/And
o. The Art of Distinguishing: A New World way of Learning
p. Emotions and the Power of the Mind: Transcend, Transmute,
Transform
q. Conscious Evolution: Wake up on your own or by an alarm, your
choice
r. The Holomovement of Purpose...you really do belong here
s. Energy in Flux...fields of dreams
t. Resonance, the Zing of String...magical musical codes of
intelligence
u. Zero Point State: the Power in Nothing...creation starts here
v. Living Fully Dimensionally...your money and your life

QuantumThink-Wave
7 Dimensions for Living Fully Dimensionally
Take a mind stretch. Select any subject or area of life and consider how it
manifests in each of the dimensions.
Physical Dimension - Senses
material aspects of ordinary objects and our bodies and
ordinary sense perceptions
Energetic Dimension - Feeling
forces and fields including emotions, electromagnetism, subtle body
emanations
Virtual Dimension - Mind
mind, consciousness, thought and all extensions of mind; the Internet
Spiritual Dimension - Heart
life force, spirit, experience of interconnectedness
through the wisdom of the heart
Cosmic Dimension - Nature
natural laws and universal operating principles
that we discover and learn to use
Esoteric Dimension - Soul
meaning and purpose, stories of evolution, soul’s journey
Divine Dimension - Sacred
All That Is, ultimate mystery responsible for all of creation, encompassing
all the dimensions and also transcending them.

QuantumThink®
The System of Thinking
QuantumThink
is a system
of thinking
comprised of
21+1
distinctions.
What
do the distinction
distinguish?
A different nature
of reality
expanded
beyond
the consensus reality
we have been accustomed to
in our culture,
yet a reality more consistent with our true nature,
what has been known by ancient wisdom
and what is being uncovered by modern science.
As you read
and tune into
each distinctions
remember
each one is complete in itself
and each one belongs
to the whole
of the
system.
As you read, as you contemplate, and as you practice
you experience this and you know it.
The wisdom is living because
the wisdom lives in you.

